We study the spectral function of two-leg Hubbard ladders with the time-dependent density matrix renormalization group method (tDMRG). The high-resolution spectrum displays features of spin-charge separation and a scattering continuum of excitations with coherent bands of bound states "leaking" from it. As the inter-leg hopping is increased, the continuum in the bonding channel moves to higher energies and spinon and holon branches merge into a single coherent quasi-particle band. Simultaneously, the spectrum undergoes a crossover from a regime with two minima at incommensurate values of kx (a Mott insulator), to one with a single minimum at kx = π (a band insulator). We identify the presence of a continuum of scattering states consisting of a triplon and a polaron. We analyze the processes leading to quasiparticle formation by studying the time evolution of charge and spin degrees of freedom in real space after the hole is created. At short times, incoherent holons and spinons are emitted but after a characteristic time τ charge and spin form polarons that propagate coherently.
I. INTRODUCTION
The combination of strong interactions and low dimensionality gives rise to exotic and unexpected behavior in quantum many-body systems. In the particular case of fermions in one spatial dimension (1D), the pervasive nesting in the Fermi surfaces (which now consists of just two points at the Fermi level) makes perturbation theory unviable and, as a consequence, Fermi liquid theory breaks down: the natural excitations of the system are described in terms of bosonic modes -holons and spinons-, one carrying the charge quantum number and the other carrying the spin, each with well defined momenta q h and q s , respectively. An electron with momentum k "splits" into holons and spinons, but momentum conservation requires that k = q h + q s . As a result, the spectrum is characterized by an incoherent continuum of excitations 1 . Hence, unlike conventional metals or semiconductors, Fermi quasi-particles are absent. This phenomenon is referred-to as "spin-charge separation" and the corresponding low-energy theory as "Luttinger liquid theory" [2] [3] [4] . Even though spin-charge separation is intrinsically a manifestation of 1D physics, the possibility of its presence in two-dimensions (2D) or quasi-2D systems has been extensively debated, particularly within the context of high-temperature superconductivity 5 . Part of the controversy circles around the interpretation of the pseudogap phase in the cuprates, upon crossing the boundary from the superconducting to the normal state. Instead of a closing of the superconducting gap, experiments 6, 7 show a suppression of the quasiparticle peak at the Fermi level. This behavior is difficult to understand in terms of a phase transition and are better interpreted as electrons fractionalizing into charge and spin degrees of freedom in the normal state 8, 9 . In addition, it has been suggested that kink or waterfalls observed in photoemission experiments 10 could be attributed to spin-charge separation and traced back adiabatically one-dimensional aspects of the spectrum [11] [12] [13] . Whether spin-charge separation, or electron-phonon interactions are responsible for the unexpected spectral features in cuprates still is open to interpretation and a topic of great debate. In this context, much research has been devoted to the study of the Fermi Hubbard Hamiltonian, which has become a paradigmatic model in condensed matter, not only for its relative simplicity, but mainly because it contains the basic ingredients to understand the physics emerging from strong interactions. Moreover, its two-dimensional version has been assumed for decades to be the minimal model to explain high temperature superconductivity 14, 15 and has acquired even more relevance recently in view of current efforts to realize it in cold atomic systems [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . In this work, we consider anisotropic hopings along the legs t x and along the rungs t y , taking t x = 1 as our unit of energy:
where the operator c † iλσ creates an electron on rung i and leg λ = 1, 2 with spin σ =↑, ↓, n iλσ is the electron number operator, and U parametrizes the on-site Coulomb repulsion.
Recent results obtained by combining the adaptive time-dependent density matrix renormalization group (tDMRG) method [32] [33] [34] [35] as a solver for cluster perturbation theory (CPT) [36] [37] [38] indicate that several features associated to spinons and holons survive in the spectral function of the 2D Hubbard model 13 . These calculations use very large two-leg ladders and are in remarkable agreement with quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [39] [40] [41] [42] , variational cluster approximation (VCA) 43, 44 , and dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) 45 on square clusters, indicating that Hubbard ladders contain a great deal of information and about the 2D physics. The spectrum shows signatures of both, coherent polaron-like quasiparticles arXiv:1903.08267v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 19 Mar 2019
and fractionalization in terms of spinons and holons. Since two-dimensional antiferromagnetic long range order exists only at zero temperature, it is conceivable that the CPT spectrum is a faithful representation of the excitations of the system at finite temperature, after the correlation length reduces to a few lattice spacings, as also suggested by the aforementioned QMC results 42 . In a sense, two-leg ladders are a bit pathological: in the Mott insulating phase, both spin and charge degrees of freedom are gapped [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] and spins tend to form rung singlets that condense into a "rung-singlet phase". Doping with holes is quite different than doping a twodimensional antiferromagnet. Upon the introduction of a vacancy (by removing an electron and breaking a singlet), the hole will tend to bind with the unpaired fermion and form a polaron that behaves as a Landau quasi-particle. Two types of polaron exist, corresponding to the symmetric and antisymmetric channels (k y = 0, π).
In the Ising-limit corresponding to the t − J z model [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , it is easy to see that the motion of the hole would leave a string of flipped spins behind leading to a linear confining potential. Since in reality excitations move in a spin-liquid background, a theoretical treatment becomes complicated. However, in the strong t y limit, the hole moves in a vacuum of rung dimers and both, theoretical and numerical approaches offer good agreement corroborating the presence polaronic quasi-particles [61] [62] [63] [64] . In the weak coupling regime, theory is based on bosonization and RG arguments 46, 47, 49, 52 and also supports the quasi-particle picture.
The transition between 1D-like physics and coherent polaron-like quasiparticles is not easily identifiable, since the binding energy between a holon and a spinon, or the quasi-particle weight, are hard to measure quantities. One could qualitatively anticipate possible scenarios: If the binding energy is too small, the hole may find it energetically favorable to move along the leg direction. The resulting physics will be mainly one-dimensional and the excitations will consist of deconfined holons and spinons. As the binding energy increases, a coherent band of bound states will "leak" from the spinon-holon continuum and they may become the lowest energy excitations. Hence, this could be interpreted as a two particle problem, in which both could propagate independently, or as composite bound state.
Some numerical studies in this direction, looking at 2,3 and 4-leg t − J ladders, indicate the presence of spinon and holon excitations [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . Recently, a series of works proposed [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] that doping a Mott insulating t − J ladder would result in localization of the hole and, as a consequence, the system would not support conventional quasi-particles. In a subsequent study, White et al. 75 demonstrated using extensive numerical calculations that in reality there is no localization but a change in the quasiparticle dispersion, with the minimum of the hole band moving away from k x = π as the ratio α = t x /t y is varied 76, 77 . Therefore, doping the Mott insulating ladder would be equivalent to doping a band-insulator and dressed holes would form robust quasi-particles. Large scale DMRG studies 78 confirm this picture, in which the quasi-particle mass diverges at a critical value of the anisotropy parameter α. Authors argue that in the large α regime, where the chains are weakly coupled, the polaron is an extended object with a complex internal structure in which charge and spin locally behave as separate degrees of freedom.
In order to shed light on these questions, we carry out time-dependent DMRG simulations [32] [33] [34] [35] that allow us to obtain spectra with unprecedented resolution. We present an analysis of the results for the excitation spectrum in section II, together with a study of the charge and spin dynamics in real time to identify the nature of the processes leading to quasi particle formation. We conclude with a summary and discussion of our findings.
II. RESULTS

A. Spectral function
We have calculated the photoemission spectrum of a single hole for 2 × L Mott insulating Hubbard ladders with L = 80 using the adaptive time-dependent DMRG method (Notice that the inverse photoemission spectrum is simply related by a particle-hole transformation). We used a time step dt = 0.02 and up to 800 DMRG states, that for times t < 40 translates into a truncation error of the order of 10 − 5 or smaller (larger errors correspond to small values of t y ). This technique has been extensively described in the literature and we refer the reader to Refs. [34 and 35] for details. The single particle Green's function
is measured in real-time and space, and Fourier transformed to frequency using a Hann window with t max = 40 in order to minimize boundary effects and other artifacts such as ringing resulting from the finite size of the lattice and time interval. We have not found it necessary to use the linear prediction introduced in Ref. [79] .
Results for the spectral function are shown in Fig.1 , where the color density depicts the spectral weight as a function of momentum k x and frequency ω. Each column corresponds to different values of t y and each row to two possible transverse momenta k y = 0, π representing even and odd, or bonding and anti-bonding symmetry sectors with respect to reflections along the leg direction. For small t y we find clear signatures of spin charge separation. Curiously, most of the spectral weight on the spinon branch goes to the k y = π sector, while the holon branches dominate the k y = 0 spectrum. In Figs.1(a) and (e) we clearly see an avoided level crossing at low energies that indicates mixing between spin and charge, with the spectral weight accumulating around the Fermi points. At energies larger than the effective J y ∼ t 2 y /U , the polaron would not be well defined and the hole would move without an associated spin degree of freedom, same as a holon in 1D chains. As t y increases, we find another avoided level crossing at k x = 0 that merge the two holon branches into a single band with finite curvature. This resembles the spectrum of a single hole in a spin-incoherent Luttinger liquid [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] , in which the vacancy moves in a background of incoherent spins.
These results can be compared to those obtained from an RPA treatment of the single chain spectrum. It is calculated by solving the equation
, where G 0 is the exact Green's function of the 1D Hubbard chain and k y = 0, π. The resulting spectral function Fig.2 and presents some of the same features as Figs. 1(a)-(f) reproduced in Figs. 2((c) and (d) , namely, the dominant holon and spinon branches in the k y = 0 and π sectors, respectively. This behavior is simply explained by the structure of the RPA solution: the imaginary part of the Green's function contains a contribution from the real part of G0, which has branch cuts and can change sign. On the other hand, we notice the absence of bound states, which are however expected from the field theoretical analysis of the problem 88 . This is probably due to the relatively small value of t y and the resolution of our numerical spectrum that may hinder their observation.
The large t y regime ( Fig.1(d) and (h)) is intuitively easier to understand: the Mott insulating ground state is a product of local rung dimers . Upon doping with a single hole, a coherent plane wave of rung polarons is created on top of the dimer vacuum. This is equivalent to introducing a vacancy in a chain of spinless fermions with one particle per site (a band insulator), and leads to a cosine-like dispersion. However, after paying careful attention to the processes taking place during the polaron motion, one realizes that a local bound state of a particle and a hole cannot move without introducing fluctuations in the spin background 61, 62 . This effect is stronger for small t y , giving rise to an effective second neighbor hopping and, depending on the parameters of the problem, the minimum of the hole dispersion can shift away from k x = π, as observed in Fig.1(b) .
In order to seek stronger support for this physical picture, we construct a polaron variational wave function following Ref. [63] . In the so-called "Local Rung Approx- imation" (LRA), the Mott insulating state |ψ 0 consists of a product of localized single rung dimers |S i , each being the the ground state of the local rung Hamiltonian (the exact ground states for t x = 0). The excited states are constructed as plane waves with a single polaron, that can assume two possible values k y = 0, π:
where the state |x is defined as
The dispersion for ω < 0 is given by:
FIG. 3. Results for ty = 2 compared to the local rung approximation (LRA) in dashed red lines (see text)
. This color scale makes the two particle continua visible.
In Fig. 3 we reproduce the results for t y = 2 in a different color scale to resolve fainter features in the spectrum. We first observe that the coherent band in the bonding sector is perfectly described by the LRA, as previously reported in QMC calculations 63, 64 . However, In the k y = π channel, the LRA yields energies slightly lower, while correctly describing the corrections to the bandwidth. The smaller bandwidth results from cancellations due to the symmetry of the wave-function and the fermionic sign that introduce destructive interference preventing precesses that do not conserve double occupation. This also translates into a much smaller spectral weight in this band, which makes it difficult to resolve with other numerical methods 63 . Our tDMRG calculations allow us to identify a continuum near the bottom of the bonding band and a weaker one at energies centered around ∼ −10t. In the anti-bonding sector, we observe another continuum of excitations at low energies of the order of −5t. The high intensity peak at low energies in Fig.3(b) corresponds to the edge of a two-particle continuum. In the symmetric sector, we attribute the high energy states to a triplon and an anti-bonding polaron with k y = π, while in the anti-symmetric sector, to a triplon and a bonding polaron with k y = 0. The zeroth order energies of these states within the LRA are ω + = 2E 0 − U/2 − t y and ω − = 2E 0 − U/2 + t y . Therefore, the scattering states of a triplon and a symmetric polaron live in the anti-symmetric sector and vice-versa. In the weak coupling case, the scattering continuum for k y = 0 overlaps with the polaron band. As the interchain hopping increases, the continuum moves to higher energies and the coherent dispersive band becomes wider in momentum. Similar effect occurs in the k y = π sector, but with the scattering continuum shifting to lower energies. The sharp edge of the continuum in the antibonding sector could be interpreted as unstable bound states of a triplon and a polaron with higher spin S = 3/2 or a "spin bag" 89, 90 , as suggested in Ref. 62] . This is con -FIG. 4 . Top panels display the time evolution of charge density after a hole is introduced at the center of one of the legs. Similar results for the spin density are plotted in the bottom pannels. We only show data for the leg on which the hole is created.
firmed by exact diagonalization results on ladders of sizes up to 2 × 7 (not shown). The S = 3/2 states are more robust near k x = 0 while states with S = 1/2 appear at higher energies and toward the edge of the Brillouin zone. Notice that a triplon can assume three possible polarizations | ↑↑ , | ↓, ↓ , and (| ↑↓ + | ↓↑ )/ √ 2, and the symmetric polaron (|σ, 0 − |0, σ )/ √ 2 can have two. This means that one can pair a Sz = 1 triplon and σ =↓ polaron, or Sz = 0 and σ =↑ polaron. Even though this continuum is not necessarily a signature of spin charge separation, the fact that the polaron may not have a well defined spin polarization could be interpreted as a behavior that is typically associated to a holon, carrying charge but not spin. As t y is increased, the coherent band in the anti-bonding channel is pushed to higher energies and its spectral weight is reduced. In this regime the system effectively becomes a single band insulator. Remarkably, the bandwidth of the bonding band is ∼ 4t meaning that polarons can propagate coherently through first order processes. This does not occur for the antibonding polaron, which explains the limitations of LRA in this sector.
It is important to highlight some outstanding differences with the commonly discussed t − J model. In that case, double occupancy is forbidden and the band insulating regime is interpreted as polarons moving in a background of spin singlets 51, 76 . In order for polarons to be able to hop coherently, second order processes (hopping plus spin-flip) are required, which is reflected in a considerably reduced bandwidth 61, 62 . In the Hubbard model, this reduced bandwidth is observed for values of the interaction U t y (not shown).
B. Real-time dynamics
In order to confirm this picture we carried out a "timeof-flight" numerical experiment by creating a vacancy at the center of the ladder and observing the propagation of the density n i (t) and spin S z i (t) fluctuations, as displayed in Fig.4 . For simplicity we show only results for one of the legs where the vacancy is created. We notice nodes along the x direction that result from the density alternating between legs. In 1D chains (not shown here) one observes [91] [92] [93] [94] two lightcones of excitations propagating coherently with maximum velocity v s and v c for spin and charge, respectively. We focus our attention on panels Fig.4(a) and (e) corresponding to small t y = 0.5. At short times we also see two lightcones that propagate with the characteristic spin and charge velocities. However, the emitted holons fade away rapidly, with the wave packet spreading over the entire volume and losing coherence, while the spinons remain coherent up to the largest simulated time. At longer times t ∼ 15 , we see the emergence of two clearly defined branches in panel (a) that have the same slope as the spinons. The picture is now clearer: after injecting a vacancy, incoherent holons and spinons are emitted, but after a characteristic time τ ∼ 1/t y a polaron is formed, that propagates with a velocity v p ∼ v s . As t y is increased, holons become heavier and, for large t y , polarons are the only type of excitation that remain observable. In this case we see two dominant branches corresponding to the maximum velocities for the k y = 0 and k y = π coherent bands. Interestingly, for t y = 1.5 we find a clear and bright mode that seems localized: this is simply due to the curvature of the dispersion for k y = 0, which becomes practically flat. It was shown that the effective mass diverges at the value of 1/α = t y /t x ∼ 1.4 for U/t = 8 75, 78 . This type of localization should not be associated to a breakdown of the Fermi-liquid picture, as argued in Refs. [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] .
In order to establish a measure of coherence between both spin and charge degrees of freedom, we analyze the cross correlation between the two datasets. For each time slice we calculate the quantity:
Notice that this is equivalent to the overlap between two normalized vectors, one with components defined by the density on one leg n i1 (t) and the other, by the spin on the second leg of the ladder, | S z i |. If the two quantities are perfectly correlated, C = 1. Results for the cross correlation are displayed in Fig.5 for different values of t y . In the Mott insulating regime for t y = 0.5, 1 we observe rapid oscillations preceding a quasi-steady behavior. We associate the transient to the time scale required for the polaron to form, τ . We show results for t y = 0 (single chain) for comparison. The fact that the correlation reaches a finite value is not necessarily a sign of correlation between charge ans spin: consider for instance an idealized scenario in which the charge and spin densities are uniformly distributed within their respective lightcones; it is easy to realize that the cross correlation function would saturate to a value C = (v c v s )/v s . In the band insulating regime for t y = 1.5, 2 the behavior is ac- tually more complex due to the presence of two clearly distinct lightcones corresponding to the k y = 0 and π channels that produce a great deal of interference, which is enhanced by the rapid oscillations of the hole along the rung in the transverse direction. In this case, spin and charge are quite correlated but most of the overlap is concentrated in the k y = 0 sector that contributes with the greater weight. Ideally one would like to resolve and compare the contributions of both lightcones separately, that should therefore be normalized independently. Since there is no obvious way to do this, we find that the overall correlation is actually reduced. For t y = 2 we are no longer able to clearly distinguish a transient, although we can identify a dip that is associated to the wave packets bouncing off the edges of the ladder. Interestingly, although we cannot assert this with clarity, for weak interchain coupling we see indications that τ and, consequently, the polaron binding energy do not depend strongly on t y and (at least in the Mott insulating regime and for this value of U ) is of the order of τ ∼ 20. This time seems considerably reduced after the system undergoes a crossover to the band insulating regime.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Our tDMRG simulations offer a new perspective on the physics o Hubbard ladders allowing us to resolve fine details of the spectrum with unprecedented resolution. Among some of the main features we highlight the appearance of avoided level crossings at weak coupling indicating hybridization between spin and charge, although most of the main features of the spectrum can still be traced back to the physics of one-dimensional chains. Moreover, we find that the excitation spectrum is dominated by multi-particle scattering states. Coherent polarons emerge from this continua as spin S = 1/2 and charge e quasi particles, a bound state of a holon and a spinon. Symmetric k y = 0 polarons can propagate coherently through first order processes and become the relevant excitations in the large t y regime. On the other hand, anti-symmetric polarons become heavier and lose spectral weight due to the symmetry of the wave-function. We find that the most important scattering states consist of a triplon and a polaron, which can assume different spin polarizations. Interestingly, scattering between triplons and symmetric(antisymmetric) polarons are responsible for the continuum in the k y = π(0) sector, and the coherent quasiparticles emerge from these continua, as the scattering states shift to lower(higher) energies. In addition, our results clearly demonstrate the importance of charge fluctuations and, in particular, accounting for processes involving double occupancy for properly describing the coherent propagation of quasi-particles when U is not too large.
In the anti-symmetric channel, the continuum of scattering states has a sharp edge at low energies that consists of states with spin S = 3/2. These states with higher spin near the (0, π) point implies that "spin bags" might be realized in the two-dimensional counterpart between the X and M points of the Brillouin zone. These excitations would have a short lifetime and decay into a triplon with S z = 0 or 1 and a polaron with spin S z = 1/2 or −1/2, respectively. This is a manifestation of the Nagaoka mechanism 95 in which a hole surrounds itself by ferromagnetic cloud to propagate more efficiently 76, 89, 90, 96 . In order for the spin polaron to behave as coherent quasi-particle, the system size has to be considerably larger than the characteristic size of the polaron χ. If χ is of the order or larger than the system size, numerical results would not be able to resolve the quasi-particle and would mistakenly lead one to the conclusion that quasi-particles are not stable objects. The proper interpretation would be that the system flows, in the RG sense, toward the strong rung coupling limit in which the polaron, at long wave-lengths (or, as seen from afar), is a well-defined quasi-particle 46, 47, 49, 52 . This seems so confirm old speculation about the nature of the single hole doped ground state in ladders [97] [98] [99] . In some aspects, these arguments are similar to those in the single-impurity Kondo problem: in the strong coupling limit a magnetic impurity becomes a scattering center and the problem can be elegantly described in terms of Fermi-liquid theory 100 . However, in finite systems and at intermediate couplings, only the internal structure of the Kondo state can be resolved 13 . Instead of a magnetic impurity, in our case we deal with a mobile impurity (a spinon) that is dressed by a holon (or vice-versa).
At small interchain hopping, it is reasonable to assume that a small finite temperature will overcome the binding that holds the polaron-like quasiparticle together and only deconfined holons and spinons would survive 42, 101 . Therefore, unless the binding energy is large enough, or the temperature small enough, experiments are unlikely to be able to resolve sharp quasi-particle features.
